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Quasi-periodic Oscillations in Magnetars

•  Seen in decay tail of 
giant Magnetar flare

• Strong (rms~20%) & 
narrow (Q~40)

• Phase-dependent and 
transient

• Interpretation:  
starquake in aftermath of 

giant flare 
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What produces the observed variability?

• Most work has focused on starquake models, not 
translating physical motion into observed signal

• Understanding what drives radiative variability oscillations 
can help constrain underlying emission mechanism

Suggestions:
-Direct shaking of 

emission beam
-Intensity 

modulation (e.g. 
changing optical 

depth)
-Variable emission

mechanism
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Direct detection of starquake
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D’Angelo & Watts, 2012

• A steep flux pulse profile can 
strongly enhance an underlying 

starquake
• For realistic beam geometries, 

D’Angelo & Watts (2012) 
showed this can be excluded

QPO amplitude

Phase oscillation from starquake
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Modulation vs. Emission

Origin of variability has observable consequence: 

• Modulation: QPO amplitude should be clearly tied to 
underlying flux profile

• Emission: QPO amplitude need not clearly scale with 
pulse profile

Modulation:
- underlying flux pulse profile 
modulated 
- Model: starquake changes e- 
density, optical depth to 
resonant Compton scattering 
(Timokhin, Lyubarsky, Eichler 
2008) 

Emission:
- oscillation produces direct 
emission over pulse profile
- Model: intermittent 
reconnection processes produce 
X-ray emission (hypothesized for 
Solar QPOs)

Can changes in QPO amplitude be constrained from observed data? 
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93Hz QPO in SGR 1806-20

is not detected in the RHESSI data, most probably due to the
lower count rates.

The lack of simultaneous detections is therefore disappointing
but not surprising. Perhaps more important is the fact that the
two instruments detected signals independently at consistent fre-
quencies. The QPO profile of the 625 Hz feature detected with
RXTE overlaps the 1 Hz bin (centered on 626.5 Hz) in which the
signal was detected with RHESSI. Although it is difficult to de-
termine an a priori probability, it seems extremely unlikely that
both instruments would detect signals at a consistent frequency
unless that frequency were intrinsic to the source. We therefore
think there is compelling evidence to associate this frequency
with SGR 1806!20.

The finding of additional characteristic frequencies in the SGR
1806!20 hyperflare further strengthens the connections between
the oscillations seen in both the SGR1806!20 and SGR1900+14
events. In each case, oscillations near "30, #90, and "150 Hz
have been seen. This strongly supports the notion that the same
physical processes are involved in these objects.

Several mechanisms have been suggested as the cause of the
QPOs. One suggestion is that the QPOs are caused by an inter-
action with a remnant or ejected debris disk, the mechanism being
similar to that which gives rise to the kHz QPOs in accreting
neutron stars. Although there is now evidence that some mag-
netars have disks (Wang et al. 2006), there is no evidence as yet
for a disk around the SGRs, and it is also very difficult to under-
stand the rotational phase dependence if a disk is responsible.

An alternative is that we are seeing oscillations of the plasma-
filled magnetosphere and the trapped fireball. Simple estimates
of the Alfvén speed in the magnetosphere suggest that magneto-
spheric frequencies would be too high to explain the observations,
but evolution of the magnetosphere and fireball over the course
of the tail might be a natural explanation for the frequency drift
suggested in x 2.4. The theoretical details of such modes remain
to be worked out, however, and we do not discuss the magneto-
spheric model further in this paper. We instead focus on the third
and perhaps most promising mechanism, neutron star vibrations.

3.1. Neutron Star Oscillations

The detection of similar frequencies in SGR 1806!20 and
SGR 1900+14 makes sense in the context of global oscillation
modes; if the neutron stars have similar masses and magnetic
fields, then they should ring with the same set of characteristic
frequencies. The detection of similar frequencies at different
rotational phases (the"625 HzQPOs) also argues in favor of an
underlying global oscillation, with magnetospheric beaming/
obscuration effects causing the phase dependence. Frequency drift
can also be incorporated within this model, as discussed below.

Attention has so far focused on the toroidal shear modes of
the neutron star crust, thought to be both easy to excite and strongly
coupled to the external magnetosphere (providing a means to
modulate the X-ray light curve). The most detailed computa-
tions of mode frequencies to date have included both the depth-
dependence of the shear modulus within the crust and the ef-
fective boost to the shear modulus due to the magnetic pressure
(Duncan 1998; Piro 2005). Potentially important effects that have
not been addressed in detail include coupling between crust and
core due to the magnetic field, the equation of state (EOS) in the
boundary layer between crust and core, and nonuniformity of the
magnetic field. Inwhat follows we refer to the models that assume

TABLE 1

Summary of Properties for the Most Significant QPOs Detected in the Tail of the SGR 1806!20 Giant Flare

Frequency

(Hz)

Width

(Hz)

rms Amplitude

(%)

Duration

(s) Phase Satellite Notes

17.9 $ 0.1....................... 1.9 $ 0.2 4.0 $ 0.3 60Y230 P2/I RHESSI 1

25.7 $ 0.1....................... 3.0 $ 0.2 5.0 $ 0.3 60Y230 P2/I RHESSI 1

29.0 $ 0.4....................... 4.1 $ 0.5 20.5 $ 3.0 190Y260 P2/I RXTE 2
92.5 $ 0.2....................... 1:7%0:7

!0:4 10.7 $ 1.2 150Y260 P2/I RXTE 3

92.7 $ 0.1....................... 2.3 $ 0.2 10.3 $ 0.8 150Y260 P2/I RHESSI 1, 4

92.9 $ 0.2....................... 2.4 $ 0.3 19.2 $ 2.0 190Y260 P2/I RXTE 2, 5
150.3 $ 1.6..................... 17 $ 5 6.8 $ 1.3 10Y350 P1 RXTE 2

626.46 $ 0.02................. 0.8 $ 0.1 20 $ 3 50Y200 P1 RHESSI 1, 6

625.5 $ 0.2..................... 1.8 $ 0.4 8.5 $ 1.8 190Y260 P2/I RXTE 2

1837 $ 0.8...................... 4.7 $ 1.2 18.0 $ 3.6 230Y245 P2/I RXTE 2

Notes.—The frequency is the centroid frequency from a Lorentzian fit; the quoted width is the associated FWHM. All
amplitudes are the values computed from rotational phase dependent power spectra. The duration is givenwith respect to themain
flare at time zero. For the phase, P2/I indicates that the QPO is concentrated in the peak 2/interpulse region; P1 indicates that it
is detected mainly during peak 1. The nominal energy band in which the QPOs are seen is<100 keVexcept where noted. Notes:
(1) Watts & Strohmayer (2006); (2) this paper; (3) Israel et al. (2005); (4) the amplitude in Watts & Strohmayer (2006) was
incorrectly reported as 10:0% $ 0:3%; (5) the amplitude differs from that reported in the previous two rows becausewe focus on a
different time period; (6) observed in the nominal 100Y200 keV band.

Fig. 10.—Time periods when the different QPOs are detectable in either the
RXTEorRHESSI data sets. Solid lines indicateQPOs that are detected in the peak2/
interpulse region. Dashed lines indicate QPOs that are detected primarily during
peak 1. The difference in properties between the two"625HzQPOs, the earlier one
detected by RHESSI and the later one by RXTE, is clear.

2004 HYPERFLARE FROM SGR 1806!20 599No. 1, 2006

• Strongest QPO 
(20% fractional rms)
• Linked to modest 
spectral hardening; 
changing pulse profile
• Observed over 
large fraction of 
rotational phase 
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QPOs detected and 
periodic signals using 
power spectrum of 

different segments of 
pulse profile

Measured QPO width 
and amplitude change 

with phase
Low-frequency noise 

component also changes 
with phase
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Strength of QPO is phase dependent

QPO amplitude

<Photons>

At different phases, rms 
of QPO not clearly 

correlated with mean 
flux:

emission process?
anisotropic modulation?

[field geometry]

Is this effect real?

Question is complicated 
by uncertain noise processes
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Low-frequency noise complicates QPO detection

[Vaughan 2005]

•Look for signal 
significantly stronger 
than random 
fluctuations
• Complicated by 
uncertainties in 
underlying noise process
• Stochastic processes 
show random 
fluctuations about mean 
power following chi-
squared distribution
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulations

• Use Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations to put 
constraints on QPO properties

• Generate a large number of independent 
realizations of a given random process (red noise 
plus QPO), measure QPO properties in each one, 
constrain uncertainties

• Question to test: are the observed phase-dependent 
Power Spectra consistent with a constant QPO and 
variable low-frequency red noise component?
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Simulate a narrow 
QPO + red noise, 

measure QPO width 
in resulting power 

spectra

Posterior Probability Distribution

Posterior Probability Distribution

Narrow

Broad
Results suggest narrow 

feature can be significantly 
broadened by red noise

Not clear how well QPO 
parameters can be constrained 

(early results!)
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Conclusions
• Understanding magnetar QPO emission process could 

help constrain underlying physical variability

• Two obviousl radiative mechanisms possible: directly 
variable emission, modulation of underlying signal

• Detailed phase analysis of QPO variation can help 
constrain emission mechanism

• (Very very) preliminary results suggest QPO may 
remain at nearly constant amplitude over phase 
(suggesting emission process) but not yet clear how 
well QPO parameters can be properly constrained
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